
 
 
Cascine 
The closing and opening hours are indicated in the maps. 
 
For most of the competition, the race course inside the Cascine will use Via delle Cascine, 
Piazzale delle Cascine, Viale della Tinaia and Viale Lincoln. 
Access to the northwest section of the Cascine, comprised between the race course and the 
Piazzale dell’Indiano, will take place via the new bridge created between Via del Pegaso and 
Via del Barco. To exit the Cascine, take the new bridge and make a left turn onto Via 
de’Vespucci until the railroad underpass, and then take another left towards the white road 
(itinerary 3) which leads to the underpass of San Biagio a Petriolo. 
 

 
Itinerary 3 

From Via San Biagio to Petriolo, continue on the itineraries 1, 1 bis and 2 until FI-PI-LI. 

Itinerary 1: Via Lombardia, Via Marche, Via Lazio, Via di San Donnino, Via di Bozzale (Comuni 
Firenze e Campi Bisenzio), Via Trento (Campi Bisenzio), Via dei Bassi (Campi Bisenzio), Via 
Molina (Signa), Via della Lama (Signa), Via Argine della Strada (Signa), Via Matteotti (Signa), 
Via Roma (Signa), Via dello Stadio (Signa), Via del Ponte Nuovo (Lastra a Signa), Via 
Livornese (Lastra a Signa), FI-PI-LI. 

Itinerary 1 bis: Via Piemonte, Via del Camposanto, Via della Stazione delle Cascine, Via 
Pistoiese (reserved 50m lane), Viadotto dell’Indiano, FI-PI-LI. 



Itinerary 1 

Itinerario 1 bis 

 
The area comprised between Via Lombardia and Via della Stazione delle Cascine, in order to 
access the Itineraries 1 and 1 bis as described above, will have to use the white road 
(itinerary 2) placed between the railroad and the bank of the river Arno, accessing it through 
the underpasses situated in correspondence with Via San Biagio to Petriolo, Via del Pesciolino 
and Via di Nave di Brozzi. 



 
Itinerary 2 

 
As has already been observed, itineraries 1, 1 bis, 2 and 3 are made up of non tarmacked 
roads of small sizes thus their use is to be limited to cases of utmost and absolute necessity. 
For this reason, anyone who needs to enter/leave the area of Cascine northwest to the race 
course must absolutely do so before the beginning of the closure.  
 
Many people (e.x: college students) often reach this part of the Cascine, northwest from the 
race, coming from the city center or from the train station Santa Maria Novella, by foot or 
bicycle. 
Since the crossing of the race course is also limited by foot (it can only occur in certain points, 
under the supervision of the representatives of the organization, compatible with the passage 
of cyclists) it is recommended that these citizens should also plan their journeys at times other 
than those of the matches. 
 
Access to the southeast area of the Cascine, between the race course and the Piazzale Vittorio 
Veneto, takes place from Viale Fratelli Rosselli, through Via del Fosso Macinante and Via del 
Visarno. Massive audiences and the organization’s setup may result in difficulty of access to 
this area. 
 
During the time trials that will take place in the morning of Monday 23rd and all day on 
Tuesday 24th, the race course within the Cascine will become more complex, using good part 
of the road network available in the park. In this occasion, the accessibility of the Park is 
reduced to a minimum; however, it is still possible to enter through Viale Rosselli, along Via 
del Fosso Macinante and Via Visarno, to the roundabout of Piazzale Jefferson, taking into 
account the difficulties already described above. 
 


